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REPORT ON
THE MINING SIlVIULATION PROJECT
ABSTRACT

This cooperative study has been undertaken by representatives of the
environmental community, the mining industry, the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) and the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
in order to identify and resolve environmental issues associated with base and
precious metal mining in a neutral atmosphere before a commercial mining
development is announced.
The study is an outgrowth of the 1987-88
Minnesota Minerals Forum sponsored by the Blandin Foundation.
The
participants reviewed the existing permitting and environmental review
processes and visited mining operations in other areas of the country and of
Canada which had attributes similar to those that might be encountered in an
operation in Minnesota. In addition, the MPCA prepared a literature study on
the environmental effects of nonferrous mining.
Central to the study has
been testing Minnesota's as-yet-untried nonferrous mining regulatory program
using three hypothetical mining developments sited in environmentally
sensitive areas where future mining could occur.
Results include
identification of critical paths for regulatory decision making, identification of
particularly sensitive environmental issues that will need continued
deliberation before resolution, and characterization of data necessary for
environmental review and permitting decisions. Consensus based conclusions
have been reached on aspects of seven major issue areas:
exploratory
drilling; environmental review and permitting processes and procedures;
land-use conflicts; water quality and quantity; air quality; design operation,
closure and postclosure care; and financial assurance.
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REPORT ON
THE MINING SIMULATION PROJECT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Increasing sensitivity to environmental concerns on the part of the
public, special-interest groups, government and industry, coupled with an
increasingly litigious and adversarial climate often characterized by opposition
to new industrial development, mandates the search for ways to anticipate,
mitigate and resolve environmental conflicts in order to facilitate appropriate
and environmentally-sound economic development. This is particularly true in
the area of new mineral developments.
Mineral production has long been a significant part of the economic and
social fabric of Minnesota. Since the late 19th century the state has been the
leading U. S. producer of iron ore as well as producing important amounts of
aggregate, dimension stone, silica sands and heavy clays.
Minnesota has significant unexplored and undeveloped potential for
additional mineral production. Nonferrous mineral exploration began in the
1860s with the search for gold in Minnesota. In the 1950s and 1960s exploration for copper-nickel resulted in the identification of two large low-grade
deposits whose development was then deferred to allow for a generic
environmental study. At the conclusion of this study, the economics of the
base metal industry had changed. The development of these deposits has
been indefinitely postponed.
Since 1980, interest in nonferrous mineral exploration, principally for
gold, base-metal sulfides and platinum-group metals, has been heightened by
discoveries and developments in Ontario, Manitoba and Wisconsin, as well as
by evolving geological concepts regarding deposits of such metals. However,
mineral exploration in Minnesota has been perceived by industry to be
hampered by an adverse tax structure, problems of land availability and a
potentially unfriendly regulatory climate.
In September 1987, in order to examine factors affecting development of
the state's mineral resources, the Blandin Foundation, a Grand Rapids-based
philanthropic organization, convened the Minnesota Minerals Forum. Participants in the Forum included senior state agency officials and representatives
of the mining industry, academic community and environmental groups.
The Forum participants believed that for the nonferrous and precious
metals industry, tax issues had been addressed by bills passed during the
1987 legislative session. A major item of concern, particularly to industry,
was a regulatory climate which could potentially inhibit mineral development.
Though there is in place in Minnesota an operating body of rules and
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precedents governing iron mImng, no such precedents exist for the nonferrous and precious metals industry. Accordingly, a unique project was
developed to examine the as-yet-untested regulatory framework through a
series of hypothetical "case studies," thereby evaluating the environmental
review and permitting process for several geologically and economically
realistic though nonexistent mine developments.
A working group for this project was formed by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR), the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA), the environmental community as represented by Project Environment
Foundation (PEF), and mineral industry interests represented by Ernest K.
Lehmann & Associates, Inc. (ELA), a Minneapolis-based geological consulting
firm.
The working group formulated the following objectives for the proposed
Nonferrous Mining Project:
1.

Identify the environmental issues associated with precious- and
base-metal mining.

2.

Anticipate the data needed by industry and government to address
those issues.

3.

Determine shortcomings and duplication in the regulatory process to
reduce costs and time requirements for industry and government
while ensuring effective environmental safeguards.

4.

Educate government, the environmental community and industry
about the economic impact of development on the state's economy
and on the mining industry.

5.

Help all participants better prepare for participating in the
permitting process.

6.

Develop state policies to better address environmental and economic
issues that may be identified during the study.

In order to fund the project, the two state agencies, DNR and MPCA,
received an appropriation of $185,000 from the Minnesota Legislature. Project
Environment Foundation and ELA jointly requested and received funding by a
major grant from the Blandin Foundation, smaller grants from several other
foundations and donations from a number of mining companies, service
companies and individuals; approximately $130,000 in private funding was
raised.
A number of other parties assisted the industry group in the
technical aspects of the project, and several major state and national
environmental groups assisted PEF in its work.
The project activities carried out included the following:
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1.

An initial conference sponsored by the regulatory agencies to
review the existing regulatory process.

2.

Visits by participants to active mining operations in the U. S. and
Canada that have particular attributes similar to what would be
expected in new mining developments in Minnesota.

3.

The development, review, discussion and analysis of three hypothetical mining case studies.

4.

A review of the literature on environmental impacts of base- and
precious-metal mining.

5.

An analysis of the environmental review and permitting process and
construction of a chart depicting the existing process.

6.

Identification and examination of major issue areas.

7.

Preparation of a report that includes conclusions and recommendations of the participants.

The first volume of this report discusses the work done and the conclusions and recommendations of the project team. Volume II contains appendices
including notes on field trips, the actual case studies and formal responses,
lists of participants and the interagency memorandum of understanding.
Volume III is the literature study of environmental impacts prepared by the
MPCA.
Field trips to operating mines were undertaken because they permitted
participants to view problems of existing operations, assess solutions applied
and learn from the experience of others.
In order to focus analysis and discussion, three realistic, site-specific,
but hypothetical mine models were developed by the industry representative:
1.

An underground platinum-palladium mine located in the Duluth
gabbro complex. The proposed site is within an area that drains
into the Boundary Waters Canoe Wilderness Area. Both existing
iron mining areas and areas of high recreational values (mainly
sport fishing) border the site. In addition, it is a wolf habitat
area. Mining at 600 tons per day (tpd) would be by room-andpillar methods. A bulk flotation concentrate would be produced
which would be shipped out of state or out of the country for
smelting.

2.

A 4000-tpd copper-zinc-gold-silver massive-sulfide deposit in
Archean greenstones located in a terminal moraine area. The area
where the hypothetical deposit is located has summer cabin sites,
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wetlands and streams, recreational value and timber value. The
deposit was postulated as a open pit mine initially with conversion
to underground mining after seven years.
A three-product
flotation mill was assumed, with all products shipped out of state
for smelting.
3.

An arsenical gold deposit associated with an Archean iron formation,
located in and adjacent to one of Minnesota's environmentally
significant "patterned" peatlands. This deposit was postulated to
be mined by underground methods at a rate of 2000 tpd with a
projected mine life of 11 years. The ores were to be treated by a
cyanide agitation leach with gold recovery by the Merrill-Crowe
process.

Each case study was prepared in written form (Volume II) and included
a description of the site characteristics and mining and treatment plans.
Other physical and operating characteristics were specified as well. Maps and
sections were provided, as were data on geology, soils, hydrology, the
composition of potential waste, tailings, processing, reagents used, socioeconomic impacts and other factors.
Each case was then discussed by the participants in a one-day session.
These sessions were in part a simulation of an initial "scoping session 11 that
might occur at the outset of agency review of a project. As many as 30 to 40
persons from the agencies and environmental and industry groups attended
each session. In addition to discussions, the agencies and the environmental
community presented prepared written comments. (Volume II)
Out of the discussions of the cases grew a graphic representation of the
environmental review and permitting process, in the form of a chart (Figure
1) • The development of this timetable has been essential to an understanding
by all parties of the existing process and regulations. It is a key to working
through that process most efficiently.
The chart is based on the environmental review and permitting requirements as required by law and regulation. It outlines agency timetables and
identifies actions and major data required of the project sponsor, as well as
of the regulatory agencies.
The time frame is 11 optimistic 1l in that it
postulates that data needs will be met adequately and in a timely manner by
the sponsor. It also assumes that there are no legal challenges resulting in
additional public hearings or court procedures.
The chart suggests areas for possible substantive simplification and
improvement of the review process. These include the possibility of combined
hearings for major permits and the environmental review process, single
reports and interrelated data sets.
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Discussion and analysis brought about by the case-study review and the
construction of the flow chart suggested seven major issue areas. These
were discussed at length among the participants and their individual views
are presented in Section 5 of the report. These issue areas are:
Exploratory Drilling
Environmental Review and Permitting Processes and Procedures
Land-use Conflicts
Water Quality and Quantity
Air Quality
Design/Operation/ Closure/Postclosure Care
Financial Assurance
Some consensus conclusions and recommendations have been reached in each'.
major issue area.
Major conclusions and agreements are:
1.

Exploratory Drilling.
Though no instances of ground water
contamination from exploratory drilling are known in the state, a
further review of drilling additives by the Minnesota Department of
Health is recommended.

2.

Environmental Review and Permitting Processes and Procedures. In
Minnesota, two agencies have primary permitting authority for
mining. A number of other state, federal and local authorities are
involved in permits as well. Therefore, when a mining proposal is
submitted for initial review, we recommend that an existing interagency (DNR and MPCA) coordinating committee establish a review
and permitting team; standardize map, data and monitoring needs;
develop a project-specific timetable; and evaluate the practicality of
joint permit applications (including permit plans) and hearings for
various permits.
Early and frequent involvement of local units of government,
the public and special-interest groups is highly desirable and needs
to be fostered. We suggest the formation by the project sponsor of
local or regional advisory boards.
Everyone should play by the same rules; that is, the
regulations as they exist at the time of the application. In other
words, lI end runs" by any of the parties do more harm than good
in terms of credibility of the participants and the process. Such
lI end runs ll will probably slow down,
rather than expedite, the
process.
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3.

Land-use Conflicts.
Land-use conflicts triggered by a mmmg
proposal probably represent the most difficult conflicts to resolve.
This is largely because the judgments involved in such conflicts are
subjective and value-based. To facilitate evaluation of the merits of
various viewpoints in these difficult matters, we recommend that
Minnesota's environmental review rules should be amended to
require a cost!benefit analysis based on an inventory of all costs
and benefits, including those that are not quantifiable in dollar
terms.

4.

Water Quality and Quantity. In technical terms these encompass the
most significant probable impacts of new mining development. We
conclude that minimization of these impacts will require adequate
base-line monitoring, characterization of expected mine wastes,
determination of receiving water criteria, determination of
operating procedures and mitigative measures, and collection of
operational and postclosure monitoring data.
The existing and
proposed rules address these issues.

5.

Air Quality. Current regulations appear to be sufficient to handle
expected impacts of mining and milling operations.

6.

Design!Operation! Closure!Postclosure Care. Applicants for permits
are required to submit mine design data, operational plans, closure
(reclamation) plans, and postclosure care plans.
In order to
produce these effectively, data and information needs of the
agencies must be identified and coordinated early in the process.
Plans must be updated periodically during the life of the operation.
At the time of closure, the closure plan will be reviewed and
implemented. The agencies will evaluate the possibility of using a
joint closure plan.

If initial waste characterization studies are not conclusive as to acid
production potential, metal release or other hazards, regulatory
decisions regarding waste disposal and treatment should be made in
a conservative manner.
7.

Financial Assurance. Assurance of the sponsor's financial ability to
meet regulatory obligations will be required. However, we believe
that this can be provided in a variety of forms, that is, "bonds"
are not the only way such assurance can be provided. However,
such assurance must reflect projected closure and postclosure costs
as well as credibIe accident clean -up costs.

We further conclude that the Mining Simulation Project has constituted a
unique cooperative effort by industry, government and the environmental
community to examine the environmental and regulatory concerns related to
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the potential for a new base- and precious-metal mining industry in
Minnesota.
We also conclude that the use of a hypothetical II case study" approach
has allowed participants to focus on real issues without encountering the
make-or-break environment of an actual development project. It gave the
participants a deeper understanding of the potential benefits and costs of new
mining developments.
The construction of a chart depicting the existing permitting and
environmental review process has helped develop consensus on possible ways
to improve the regulatory process to the benefit of the responsible agencies,
industry, the public and the environment.
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rurlcllurc of laulls 10 Ihe ~IJIt: for ';u"l"\, Shd!1 be r(A55Ir,'~1)" Iht: ctlUnly bnard of I~
wunly wherein sUl'h p:lr~ls hl" 35 ~r. . allun or nlll".un~ivalion. Such clanllicatirnn
shall be m:lde wilh consll.leration, anlllng Olher Ihl"I:\. 10 Ihe IH( .. CIII u~c ur aJj:Jccn't
l~nl1s, 1he producti\~ily or the \011, Ihe chJracler uf rorc\t or o.lh:r ~mwl~. ;\cccs"t .

February 1'6, 1990
Dear Sir or'Madam:
The potential. for the m1n1ng of gold, silv~r, copper, zinci,
platinum· and other non~ferrousmetals represents ·important
,
economic opportunities for Minnesqta and to diversification of
its 'rural economy.
However, such'mining operations raise
questionsaboutenvirqnmemtal impacts and thepiocepsby which.
'environmental review and permitting will: takepls;lce.·,
.

'

.

,Under appropria'tionsfrom the '1988' ,State Legislature' and
major funding from the Blandin Foundation as.weil as' other
foundations i companies and ind,ividuals~ the ·Minnesota Department.
of Natural Resources, 'the Minne'sota Pollution Control Agency, .
Project Environment Fo'undatiori and :i:::eprese'ntatives of the mining
industry uhdertooka unique ~ooperative project to study issues
~elated to· environmental review and perrriitting,of 'potential
non-terrous,and precious metals mining projects.,
The results o'f this project have' been published in a
'thr'ee-volume report,~
, '. . For your information, we 'enclose wi th, 'this letter an ,"
Executiye Summary of this Mining Simulatiop Project •. If you
des,ireany additional infotmation, please get intouc'h with the
contac,t people listed below.
"Sincerely 'you,rs.,

Project Environment
,Foundation .

j)~' Q~.)ly~
Gayle Peterson,
Executiv~ Director
(contact: Don Arnosti
"612-379-3856)
Ernest I<~ L~h:rnann
& Associates, rnc.

Minn~sota Pollution
Control Agency
,

·MliJ;M;f·

'\

Ge.rald Willett, Commissioner
(contact: William J. Lynott
612-296-7794)

9001081
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ErnestK. Lehmann, President'
(6i2-338-5584') .

